I. Introduction
The word "Awareness" refers to a consciousness of the existence of a particular truth, event or thing. Awareness is a course of action by which, one known's the existence of a new thing. However, he may not have a thorough knowledge of that thing. Acquiring the knowledge of the latest developments in a particular field also amounts to awareness and hence awareness is a continuous process. The sense of awareness of an investor towards savings and investment is created modified and shaped up by various external sources. The print and electronic media such as the dailies, weeklies, television, radio etc., and personal contact with friends, relatives, investment consultants etc, contribute a lot in creating awareness among investors. As the awareness of investors is considered to be indispensable while studying one's savings and investment pattern, a venture has been made to study the awareness level of investors' of Nidhi Companies Nidhi Companies in India were created for cultivating the habit of small savings targeted at the lower and middle class. Its investment structure consists of realigning funds within a growing group of members who benefit from returns at fixed durations. Thus the contributions of funds generated in Nidhi investments are realized from its members (shareholders). Nidhi companies are minute when compared to the banking sector and promotes the cultivation of savings amongst a group of people 
II. Need For This Study
Actually, investment is a kind of self-restriction from spending the entire income for genuine and selfprotective reasons to stabilize the regular financial flow of income even during some inevitable brief-time hindrances. The reward for waiting for investment returns is subjected to economical progress of the investment plans and financial in-flow of the district, state and ultimately the nation. Therefore, an in depth knowledge of the investor about his/her capacity of investments, choice of right investments, attitude towards investments, factors that exhibit an upper hand over their investment plans become mandatory to predict the economical growth of a particular geographical area. Generally those who deal with Nidhi companies are residents of that locality and hence these institutions are really able to serve the local residents (S.Gopalakrishnan, Technical Adviser, and Chamber of Nidhis)
Thus the underlying principle of the Nidhi companies is "MUTUALITY" i.e. a member (depositor) of the institution helping another member (borrower) of the same institution through the medium of the company. Realizing the need to address the financial requirements of some needy sections of the society and to liberate them from the high-handed indigenous lenders, fleecing the people with exorbitant interest rates, a group of public spirited, service minded and philanthropic individuals in a town or locality ventured to establish the Nidhi 
III. Research Methodology
A research design must contain the clear statement of the research problem, procedures and techniques for gathering information, the population to be studied and the methods used in processing and analyzing data (Kothari, 1999).
Research Design:
The study is descriptive in nature since it describe about the current financial position of the company Sample Size. For the purpose of the study 70 Investors' of Nidhi Companies have been chosen on a randomly convenient basis in Trichi district. Out of 70 respondent 50 respondent provided full information which is required for the study
Method of Data Collection:
The data has been collected from primary sources. A well-structured questionnaire was prepared using different scales and the data was collected from the investors of Nidhi companies through survey method. 
Source: Primary data
The above table infers that the majority of investors save money for the purpose of Emergency Expenses nearly 46 % of respondents save for this purpose, only 8% they save for Health care. Among investors 24% they save for retirement and 12% for Children's education The Other category who are 10% of respondents, they save for the purpose of Daughter's Marriage, jewelry purchase, and for asset creations. 
Source: Primary Data
The above table reveal the details of loans availed by the investor who are the members of Nidhi companies. Nearly 59% of members they availed Jewel loans,32% they avail loan against deposits and 9 % they availed Mortgage Loans. The above table depicts the Investors' view about Nidhi companies  Regarding Return On Investment 40% says they are satisfied,36% says they are highly satisfied ,14% says can be better and 10% says the return are very poor  With respect to customer Relationships 46% says they are satisfied; and 6% says they are Dissatisfied  Regarding Interest charged for loan availed 10% says they are highly satisfied;28% they are satisfied and 6% feels it can be reduced  with respect to updating of information 62% says they are satisfied and 10% says they don't get updated information  With regard to knowledge about Technology used in Nidhi companies 56% says they are satisfied; 30% says they are highly satisfied; 14% feels they have to be updated with technology. with Nidhi companies,.  Majority of respondents i.e 38% they choose Nidhi companies for their investments as they feel the procedure followed in those companies are very simple;34% they choose for high rate of return;14% they feel to invest as diversification of funds  Out of 50 respondents only 22 availed loans from Nidhi companies. Among 22 respondent 59% availed Jewel loan.  With respect to investors' point of view about Nidhi companies they are satisfied with return on investment, customer relationship, Interest charged on loan. They are also satisfied with updated Information furnished to them. They are also much aware of the technology used in the Nidhi companies.
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V. Findings
Suggestions
Steps to be taken to improve the system of updating information to investor regarding Various announcements by Ministery of Corporate Affairs, Reserve Bank of India , Income tax department etc Awareness to be created about Technology utility. Especially recent scheme of cashless Transaction forces the investor to learn Technology. Since Nidhi Companies can't advertise for their business, by improving their service to existing customers', they can increase their volume of business. Customer expects reduction in the interest charged for loan; The Nidhi companies can consider this issue. Utilizing the current economic condition Nidhi companies can earn more profit by improving deployment of funds.
VI. Conclusion
The most famous and successful investor of all time is Warren Buffett. Buffett has advised in numerous articles and interviews that a good investment strategy is long term and choosing the right assets to invest in requires due diligence. How and where the people invest their hard-earned money is an important decision. Investment is the application of money for earning more money. Thus Nidhi companies are one of the platform for the investors' to invest wisely. The Return on investment from Nidhi companies is reasonably good. As Nidhi companies are regulated by ministry of corporate affairs safety of funds also assured.
